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Last Updated Apr 22, 2020 at 6:31 AM Aoife McCambridge. There are certain situations in which you may need to reset the PS3 controller. Sometimes pairing with other controllers becomes impossible or the controller simply stops working properly. Below, we've listed the reset procedure that should solve all possible problems. The
controller doesn't work properly in games (but still allows you to navigate the PS3 menu). Secondary controllers may not be paired or red squares are not detected on the screen, when the PS3 button (middle) of the controller is pressed. Turn off the PS3 and disable the reset button controller at the back of the controller. You will need a
paper clip to click on it. Connect the controller to PlayStation 3 with a USB cable. Click the PS controller button to download the PS3. Synchronizing the controller with the PS3. Image © Nikita Kostrykin - Unsplash.com Ask a question This document entitled PlayStation 3 - How to reset the controller is available under a Creative Commons
license. Any copy, reuse or modification of content must be sufficiently enrolled in the CCM (ccm.net). Previous How to Check Battery Status Wireless Playstation Controller Next reset PlayStation Network Password DualShock 3 and Sixaxis are two official, wireless PS3 controllers. If you often use a controller on multiple PS3 systems, it
can start to have problems correctly synchronizing, causing frequent signal drops and other performance inconsistencies. On the back of both controller models is a small reset button that, when pressed, returns the controller to factory state and corrects any performance issues. Click the PS button in the center of the controller to turn it
on. Find a small reset button to the right of the L2 button. Click on the reset button to click on it. Connect the controller to the USB cable you're supplying and connect the opposite end of the USB cable to the USB port on the front of the PS3. Click the PS button in the center of the controller to sync it again. He has written professionally
about the author Chappie Sinclair since 2006. He was able to share his gaming and computer experiences and opinions nationally with published views in PC Gamer Magazine and Maximum PC. Sinclair is currently studying for an aviation degree in Navigation and Avionics from the American Academy of Aeronautics. ×Soratorium to
interrupt an error, if your PS3 controller won't connect to the PlayStation 3 console, this may be due to several different issues. How to solve communication problems with PS3 wireless controllers. Controllers made for other Sony systems, such as the PS2 and PS4, cannot be used with the PS3 without the help of an adapter. Make sure
You use compatible with the console. There are two official versions of the PS3 wireless controller: Dualshock 3 and older, discontinued Sixaxis. Evan-Amos Both versions can be connected directly to the console via a micro USB cable, and both include Bluetooth capabilities that allow wireless play. Each controller also has an internal
battery that charges when connected to the PS3. The only major difference between the two is the Dualshock 3 features vibration capabilities. In order for the vibration function to work, it must be turned on, and the game you are playing must support the vibration/hum. In addition, there are dozens of compatible PS3 controllers made by
third-party manufacturers. Some unofficial PS3 controllers only work when connected directly to the console, and some come with a Bluetooth adapter that you have to connect to the console to play wirelessly. However, they all rely on the same basic technology, so they are prone to the same problems. Problems with the PS3 controller
connection can be caused by synchronization errors between the controller and the PS3 console. Problems with the controller's battery. Problems with internal controller equipment. Before you start dismantling the PS3 controller, you can take some steps to determine the source of the connectivity: turn off the PS3 console and then turn it
on to see if it fixes the problem. If possible, try plugging the controller to another PS3, or connect another PS3 controller to the PS3 to make sure the problem isn't with the console itself. Make sure the USB cable that connects the controller to the console works. Remove all other USB devices connected to the PS3 while trying to sync the
controller. When using a wireless controller, make sure the controller's battery is charged and within 30 feet of the console. When trying to sync a wireless controller, make sure you don't have more than six other bluetooth peripherals already paired with the console. If the controller is not turned on at all, the problem is most likely the
battery or internal equipment. First, try removing the battery and re-inserting it: Use the glasses repair kit to unscrew the back of the PS3 controller. Look for one small watch battery. In the official Sony PS3 controllers, it is located next to the top left side of the motherboard. Gently remove the battery and set it aside for 30 seconds. Reinsert the battery and try to turn on the controller again. If it doesn't work, try replacing the old battery with a new one. Any standard battery watch will do. If the controller works while you're connected, but you can't play wirelessly, you can try to reset the controller: Sony Turn off the PS3 console. Connect to a USB port on the console. Turn
on the PS3. Look for a small hole on the back on the controller near the L2 shoulder button. Use a deployed trench to make sure tiny reset button inside the hole. Click the PS button on the controller to re-pair it with the PS3. If the controller is still not connected, the problem is most likely the device's motherboard or other internal
hardware. You can try to clean the motherboard using compressed air, but be very careful not to cause further damage to the device. If you have an official Sony controller that is still under warranty, you can contact PlayStation support for more help. If you're not sure what type of controller you have, check the model number on your
back. If the controller has been made by another manufacturer, please contact them for more help. Help. ps3 afterglow wireless controller reset button. ps3 motion controller reset button. ps3 move controller reset button. ps3 dualshock 3 wireless controller reset button. ps3 rock candy controller reset button. ps3 controller reset button
location. ps3 controller reset button missing. powera ps3 controller reset button
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